Analysis of MEG signals of spreading cortical depression with propagation constrained to a rectangular cortical strip. I. Lissencephalic rabbit model.
Magnetic fields arising from the rabbit cortex during spreading cortical depression (SCD) were measured in order to study the currents in the neocortex during SCD. SCD was constrained to propagate in a rectangular cortical strip perpendicular to the midline. This simplified in vivo cortical preparation enabled us to correlate magnetoencephalographic (MEG) signals to their underlying currents within the cortical strip. The propagation of SCD was monitored with an array of electrodes placed along the strip. The propagation speed for SCD in the lissencephalic rabbit brain was 3. 5+/-0.3 mm/min (mean+/-S.E.M., n=14). Slow, quasi-dc, MEG signals were observed as the SCD entered into the longitudinal fissure. The currents giving rise to the MEG signals were perpendicular to the cortical surface and directed from the surface to deeper layers of the cortex. A distributed dipolar source model was used to relate the data to the underlying cortical current. The moment of the single equivalent current dipole source was 38+/-9 nA-m (n=17). This study clarified the nature of the cortical currents during SCD in a lissencephalic in vivo preparation.